SYSTEM
Practical and Mobile
The Globaljig System mobile bench has long been considered the top of its category. It is the equipment that has changed the perceptions about mobile benches. Equipped with the Globaljig Universal Fixturing System that allows centering of the vehicle after it is fixed to the jigs it can save up to 75% of the time required to load a vehicle.

The standard McPherson overhead measuring bridge is extremely precise in the control of upper suspension points and for comparison of points on the side and upper body.

**Globaljig System**, Suitable for repair of any vehicle

Universal Fixtures  The Monocube  Vector Pulling Tower

Parts of the Universal Fixture System are easy to locate in the storage cabinet, making fixturing any vehicle efficient.

The patented monocube and microfusion steel brackets with one bolt fixing save 75% on jig mounting times.

The Vector Pulling Tower allows 360° of pulling or pushing access to carry out any pull necessary.
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